Introduction

36
Developmental and physiological processes are frequently guided by diverse, sometimes 37 conflicting cues. These cues may reflect a complex and evolving local environment, to which the 38 process outcomes need to be matched. For instance, angiogenesis -the growth and 39 morphogenesis of new vascular networks from existing ones -is triggered by the disruption of 40 the local oxygen supply, encoded at the signaling level by a host of secreted factors 1, 2 . 41
Angiogenesis also frequently occurs in the presence of pro-inflammatory stimuli, both acute, as in 42 physiological wound healing, and persistent, as in the context of tumor growth and various 43 pathologies, including asthma and chronic wounds, the local hypoxia is frequently accompanied 44 by inflammatory conditions 3, 4 . Furthermore, these pro-inflammatory signals can have a direct 45 effect on vascular stability, and the initiation and progression of angiogenesis [5] [6] [7] . The signaling 46 cues in the local microenvironment can also change in time as the oxygen supply is gradually 47 restored and as other concomitant processes, such as resolution of inflammatory response, unfold. 48
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169
Immunofluorescence staining 170
For all immunofluorescence staining, cells were fixed with 4% (wt/wt) formaldehyde for 20 min, 171 permeabilized with 0.1% triton-X for 10 min, and blocked in 10% goat serum for 1hour. All 172 primary antibodies were used at 1:50 dilution and secondary antibodies were used at 1:100 173 dilution. The primary and secondary antibodies used in immunofluorescence staining are as 174 follows: VE-Cad (Santa Cruz), -SMA (Abcam), anti-mouse 488 (Thermo Scientific), anti-rabbit 175 594 (Thermo Scientific). Hoechst and and Alexa Fluor 594 phalloidin were used at 1:500 dilution 176 and 1/200 dilution, respectively. Pre-labeling of cells were performed with Vybrant cell-labeling 177 solution (Thermo Fisher) following the manufacturer's protocol. 178
Image acquisition and analysis 181
Sandwich culture images were acquired with 20× objective attached to phase contrast microscopy. 182
The resulting tube-like networks were quantified with Angiogenesis Analyzer for ImageJ. 183
Confocal immunofluorescence images were acquired with 20× water-immersion objective 184 attached to Leica scanning disk. Either Leica software or IMARIS was used to merge channels, 185 stack layers for 3D reconstruction and generate longitudinal and transverse cross-sections. 186
IMARIS was used to count the numbers of sprouting and to measure the length of newly formed 187 sprouts. At least two samples were prepared for each condition and the quantified data were 188 combined together. 189
190
Statistical analysis 191
Sample populations were compared using one-way ANOVA. P < 0.05 was the threshold for 192 statistical significance. 193
194
Mathematical model 195
To unravel the interplay between Notch, VEGF and TNF signaling pathways, we extended the 
198
The computational analysis was performed using the Python numerical library PyDSTool (Fig. 1D) . We note that, unlike other previously described blood vessel 209 models with mural cells [23] [24] [25] [26] , the major advantage of this newly developed experimental system is 210 to enable a highly controlled juxtaposition and possible interaction between endothelial cells and 211 pericytes from the outset of the experiment, without any additional treatment used to recruit 212 pericytes onto endothelium from the surrounding gel. The cells were accessible to high resolution 213 imaging modalities, including confocal microscopy, which was used throughout the experimental 214 analysis presented here. Functionally, one of the effects of pericytes is to increase the micro-vessel 215 stability, which is reflected in lower leakage and permeability to luminal substances. Indeed, we 216 found that the vascular permeability of lumenal FITC-dextran was decreased by 40% in the 217 presence of pericytes vs. the pericyte-free version of the system (Figs. S2A-D) . 218
To further investigate the utility of this experimental system for the analysis of angiogenesis, 219
we supplied exogenous pro-angiogenic and pro-inflammatory cues (Fig. 1C) . In particular, we 220 delivered a previously reported 11 pro-angiogenic cocktail by allowing it to diffuse the collagen gel 221 surrounding the engineered vessel. This cocktail contained VEGF supplemented with 40 ng/ml of 222 basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), 500 nM of sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) and 75 ng/ml of 223 phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA). We found that, with or without pericytes, within three 224 days, this cocktail indeed triggered extensive angiogenesis resulting in multiple lumenized sprouts, 225 extending many cell diameters from the parental vessel, frequently with multiple branches (Figs. 226 1E-J). Notably, if 100 ng/ml of TNF was locally supplied in addition to the pro-angiogenic 227 cocktail, in the absence of pericytes, the formation of long, lumenized sprouts was completely 228 abolished (Figs. 1E,H) . Instead, we observed the formation of single cell-sized mini-sprouts, 229
protruding from the ablumenal side of the parental vessel wall (Fig. 1F) . This response suggested 230 that 100 ng/ml of TNF had an essentially anti-angiogenic effect, perturbing a key aspect of 231 successful lumenal sprout formation. Strikingly, this anti-angiogenic effect of TNF was completely 232 rescued if the experiment was repeated in the presence of pericytes covering the abluminal side of 233 the engineered vessel (Figs. 1E,J) . Surprisingly, we also found that many of the sprouts forming 234 under these conditions were longer vs. those observed in the absence of TNF, suggesting an 235 additional pro-angiogenic effect of the TNF-pericyte combination. On the other hand, the effect of 236 pericytes on VEGF-mediated angiogenesis in the absence of TNF was relatively minor, with slight 237 decrease of the number but not the length of the sprouts (Figs. 1E,I ). Overall, these results 238 supported the experimental assay as a controllable model of angiogenesis. More importantly, our 239 findings revealed a complex control of angiogenesis by multiple cues presented in different 240 combinations, with the effect of TNF strongly modulated by the presence of pericytes. 241
Due to the complex nature of the pro-angiogenenic cocktail, we explored if VEGF signaling 242 alone might interact with the cues provided by TNF and pericytes in a fashion similar to that of 243 the whole cocktail ( Figs. 2A-F) . We found that, in the absence of pericytes, 100 ng/ml of VEGF 244 alone induced a very limited but measurable effect, promoting the formation of single-cell mini-245 sprouts ( Fig. 2A) , but not the lumenized longer sprouts enabled by the full cocktail. Interestingly,however, we observed that even this limited effect of VEGF was completely abrogated if 100 247 ng/ml of TNF was also supplied to the cell environment (Fig. 2C ). This result was again suggestive 248 of anti-angiogenic effect of TNF, even in the context of a limited pro-angiogenic phenotype 249 promoted by VEGF. We found that the effect of TNF was partially reversed in the presence of 250 pericytes, leading to a more limited formation of mini-sprouts (Fig. 2D) vs. the effect of VEGF in 251 the absence of pericytes and TNF (approximately two-fold lower mini-sprout formation) (Fig. 2B) . 252
The experiments also suggested that pericytes without TNF had a more pronounced inhibitory 253 effect on VEGF-induced mini-sprout formation (number of mini-sprouts) vs. either sprout or mini-254 sprout formation induced by the full cocktail (Figs. 2E,F). Overall, these results supported the 255 rescue effect that pericytes can have on the anti-angiogenic TNF signaling, even in the presence 256 of a weak pro-angiogenic signal leading to incomplete sprout formation. 257
We also performed a more traditional vaculogenesis-mimicking assay relying on culturing 258 cells being 'sandwiched' between two slabs of collagen gel ( Notch activity during angiogenesis: Delta-4 (Dll4) and Jagged-1 (Jag1) 8, 9, 14 . Furthermore, VEGF 271 and TNF can induce the expression of Dll4 and Jag1, respectively 9, 27 . We therefore investigated 272 how the signaling networks specific to VEGF and TNF might interact with each other in the 273 presence or absence of pericytes. To enable this analysis, we simplified the experimental system 274 by culturing ECs as a monolayer, both in isolation and in co-culture with pericytes (Fig. 3A) . Two 275 types of co-culture were used. In the first, the pericytes were cultured on a porous membrane within 276 an insert that was within the same culture medium as the endothelial cells, enabling spatial 277 separation of the heterotypic cells, but also a possibility of paracrine interactions between them 278 (EC/PC co-culture). In the second, the endothelial cells and pericytes were co-cultured on two 279 sides of the same porous membrane, which enabled both contact-mediated and paracrine 280 interactions (EC-PC co-culture). Indeed, we observed endothelial cells and pericytes making 281 contact through the 0.4 micron pores and forming N-cadherin-rich junctions in EC-PC co-culture 282 (Fig. 3B) . The results in the above co-culture experiments were contrasted with those from an 283 endothelial monolayer monoculture experiments (EC culture), used as a control condition. 284
We then evaluated the signaling responses to TNF or VEGF alone, or the mixture of these 285 signals. In particular, we analyzed the phosphorylation of NF-kappaB and Erk at 10 min. following 286 the stimulation (the time at which these pathways display a high acute activation), as these 287 pathways are both implicated in specific responses to these ligands, and as mediating Jag1 and 288 Dll4, respectively. We found that NF-kappaB was indeed potently activated by TNF, whereas 289 . On the other hand, in the EC-PC co-culture, there was a strong and highly 295 significant inhibitory effect on all signaling molecules (Figs. 3C-E). These results suggested that 296 pericytes inhibit signaling by both VEGF and TNF in a contact-dependent fashion. 297
We then explored if these short-term signaling effects could be reflected in the longer term 298 changes in the expression levels of Jag1 and Dll4. We found, as expected, that, at 16 hrs. following 299 exposure to signaling inputs, VEGF specifically induced an increased the expression of Dll4, 300 whereas TNF enhanced the expression level of Jag1(Figs. 3F-H). We further observed that a 301 combination of these ligands induced the expression of Dll4 and Jag1 to levels induced by each of 302 the corresponding signaling inputs alone, again suggesting a very limited crosstalk between the 303 signaling pathways. We also again did not observe a significant effect of pericytes on expression 304 of these two molecules in the EC/PC co-culture (Figs. 3F-H) . However, in the EC-PC co-culture 305 case, we found a significant downregulation of Jag1 and Dll4 in response to TNF and VEGF inputs 306 respectively (Figs. 3F-H). Interestingly, in spite of the additive signaling effect of the two ligands, 307 the influence of pericytes on the combined action of TNF and VEGF in the EC-PC co-culture was 308 much more muted, but has nevertheless resulted in a significant reduction of Jag1 levels vs. the 309 control case (Figs. 3F-H) . Overall, these results suggested that pericytes may downregulate the 310 VEGF and TNF induced expression of Dll4 and Jag1 in endothelial cells, in a cell contact-311 dependent fashion, in a manner consistent with the effects of pericytes on the signaling pathways 312 triggered by these pro-and anti-angiogenic factors. However, these results also raised the question 313 of why the effect of pericytes in the EC-PC co-culture on expression of Dll4 was not significant. 314
More generally, it was not clear how these molecular interactions might quantitatively translate 315 into angiogenic outcomes. We thus next sought an explanation to these questions and the 316 angiogenic response more generally through a combination of mathematical modeling and 317 computational analysis. 318
To further investigate the possible interplay between TNF and VEGF signaling in the presence 319 of pericytes and its effect on the expression of Jag1 and Dll4, and, ultimately, angiogenesis, we 320 developed a mathematical model, partially based on a previous study 8 . Notch module can suppress Dll4 transcription and induce Jag1 transcription in the same cell. These 333 interactions have been modeled as a series of ordinary differential equations, as described more in 334 detail in the Supporting Information. Finally, we also introduced the effect of pericytes into the 335 model by specifying the degree to which these cells can suppress the activation of Dll4 and Jag1 336 (Fig. 4B) , based on the experimental data above (Fig. 3) . Since the key phenotypic outcome 337 regulated by these signaling pathways and controlling the initiation and progression of as a 'phenotypic phase diagram' (Fig. 4C ). This diagram revealed that the degree of cellular 348 differentiation expressed as the ratio of VEGFR activation levels in two adjacent cells increased 349 gradually with the increasing VEGF input. This outcome was mediated by a gradual change in 350 VEGFR activity in each of the cells (Fig. 4D) . Interestingly, the model also predicted a putatively 351 pro-angiogenic role of TNF, through promoting the Tip fate outcome, up to the threshold level 352 (Fig. 4E) . When the TNF dose exceeded this threshold level, there was a very abrupt abrogation 353 of the cell differentiation, leading to an undifferentiated (or 'hybrid Tip/Stalk') state corresponding 354 to similar levels of VEGFR activation in both of the modeled cells. This undifferentiated state of 355 two neighboring cells was expected to disrupt effective angiogenesis, although individual cells 356 might still adopt phenotypes promoting migration or differentiation, as described more in detail 357 below. Overall, the model predicted that TNF-induced Notch-Jag1 signaling initially stabilizes a 358
Tip phenotype putatively leading to pro-angiogenic responses at low doses, but prevented Notch-359 Dll4-driven Tip-Stalk differentiation, and thus was anti-angiogenic at higher doses, exceeding a 360 sharp threshold. These findings were consistent with the experimentally observed anti-angiogeniceffect of TNF at high doses (Figs. 1E-J, 2A-F) , but left open the question of whether lower doses 362 of TNF, below the predicted threshold, would indeed be pro-angiogenic, as predicted by the model. 363
Finally, we investigated the effect of pericytes on the modeling outcomes. In the case of dense 364 coverage, allowing both model cells to receive the pericyte input (2 bound cells in Fig. 4G ), we 365 found that, for experimentally defined parameters, pericytes could completely rescue the anti-366 angiogenic effect of high TNF doses (Fig. 4C,F) . Since pericytes make structurally complex 367 contacts with endothelial cells, even the complete coverage might result in differential degree of 368 pericyte input. We thus explored the graded effect of pericytes, finding that it resulted in a 369 progressive shift of the threshold boundary formed by the critical TNF inputs for different VEGF 370 levels ( Fig. 4G, H) . Strikingly, if the coverage was incomplete, so that only one cell in the cell pair 371 was in contact with the pericyte (1 bound cell in Fig. 4G ), the effect of graded pericyte input was 372 much more pronounced, with only a moderate change of this input leading to a strong shift of the 373 TNF threshold and thus more pronounced pericyte-mediated rescue effect (Fig. 4I) . Indeed, Notch-374 driven cell differentiation emerges from dynamical competition among neighbors, and partial 375 pericyte coverage could potentially provide an additional bias to cell-fate decision 30 . We then 376 sought to validate these predictions in the experimental setting modeling angiogenesis in various 377 defined combination of VEGF and TNF ligands described in Fig. 1.  378 One of the model predictions is that TNF, by inducing Jag1, indirectly suppresses Dll4 379 expression, consistent with prior literature reports 9 , which may also account for its negative effect 380 on Tip vs. Stalk differentiation beyond a threshold level. This prediction also suggests that a 381 combination of VEGF and TNF would exert positive and negative effects on Dll4 expression, 382 respectively. Therefore, although both VEGF and TNF signaling may be attenuated by pericytes, 383 when these molecular factors are present simultaneously, their attenuations can essentially canceleach other and thus pericyte input might not strongly affect Dll4 expression, as indeed observed 385 above (Figs. 4C-E, S8A-C). On the other hand, the negative pericyte effect on the expression of 386 Jag1 would be specific to attenuation of TNF signaling only and thus would still be predicted to 387 occur under the co-stimulation conditions, again in agreement with the experimental data (Figs. 388
1E-J, 2A-F). 389
A more stringent test of the model can be provided by experimental exploration of the model 390 space represented in the 'phase diagram' shown in Fig. 4C . To accomplish this, we exposed the 391 cells in the 3D angiogenesis assay described in Fig. 1 to six combinations of different 392 concentrations of VEGF (in the presence of the pro-angiogenic cocktail components) and TNF, in 393 the presence or absence of pericytes (Table 1) . To provide a quantitative assessment of the 394 angiogenic response (Fig. S9) , we evaluated several parameters of the emerging sprouts. They 395 included the number of branches, the sprout length (in the case of several branches, we recorded 396 the longest distance from a branch tip of the sprout to the root of the sprout connecting it to the 397 parental vessel), the lumenized and multicellular nature of the sprouts, as well as the number of 398 cells which have been assigned the Tip and Stalk fates (see the Methods section for details of this 399 analysis). Using these metrics, we found the followings. 400
Without TNF and in the absence of pericytes, in agreement with the model, the angiogenic 401 response increased with increasing VEGF dose, yielding a greater number of lumenized sprouts, 402 which were longer and more branched (points 1 vs. 4 in Figs. 5A,B) . Also, in agreement with the 403 model predictions, at each VEGF dose, escalating TNF levels were initially pro-angiogenic, 404 increasing the number and branching of sprouts, as well the Tip cell formation (cf. points 1,2,3 405 and 4,5 and Fig. 5E ). However, also agreeing with the model prediction, there was a complete 406 abrogation of the formation of lumenized sprouts beyond a critical TNF level. The strikinglyabrupt nature of this threshold phenomenon was underscored when cells were exposed to the 408 combination of 100 ng/ml TNF and 100 ng/ml VEGF (the maximal amounts for both ligands used 409 here). This was the only combination of inputs that provided two types of outcomes, varying from 410 experiment to experiment. In two out of six independent experiments (Fig. 5C, Fig. S10A), there  411 was an extensive formation of highly branched sprouts (point 3 in Fig. 5A ), whereas in four out of 412 six independent experiments (Fig. 5C & Fig. S10A ), the lumenized sprout formation was 413 completely shut down (denoted as point 3' in Fig. 5A ). This result indicated that this combination 414 of TNF and VEGF inputs led to a divergent outcome due to being very close to the very sharp 415 threshold separating the pro-and anti-angiogenic effects of TNF, with the outcome defined by a 416 slight variation of experimental conditions. This allowed us to connect this experimental point 417 with the phenotypic phase diagrams shown in Figs. 4C,D) , indicating the position of the threshold 418 levels. The model also predicted that the threshold TNF levels would shift slightly to the lower 419 concentration values for lower VEGF inputs (Fig. 4C,D) . In agreement with this prediction, when 420 the VEGF concentration was lowered to 10 ng/ml, while keeping TNF levels at 100 ng/ml (point 421 6 in Fig. 5A ), we observed an unambiguous and complete inhibition of lumenized sprouting in all 422 experimental repeats (Fig. 5B) . We noted that, at the TNF levels exceeding the threshold, there 423 was still formation of single-cell mini-sprouts (Fig. 5D ) and Tip cells (Fig. 5E ), which however, 424
were not supported by sprout growth through cell division and thus formation of Stalk cells (Fig.  425   5E ), thus not resulting in functional angiogenesis. Finally, we found that, phenotypically, the 426 application of VEGF without other components of the pro-angiogenic cocktail with or without 427 TNF (as initially analyzed in Fig. 2) , was equivalent to the responses to the full pro-angiogenic 428 cocktails with 10-fold lower VEGF contents (gray dots in Fig. 5D , and open symbols adjacent to 429 points 4 and 6 in the diagram in Fig. 5A ), suggesting that the components of the cocktail actthrough the same molecular mechanisms in inducing angiogenic responses as those classically 431 attributed to VEGF inputs, enhancing the VEGF signaling beyond what may be saturating levels. 432 We then experimentally examined the quantitative characteristics of the rescue effect of 433 pericytes on angiogenesis, at TNF levels above the threshold values and different VEGF 434 concentrations (+PC in Figs. 5B,D,E) . For both VEGF concentrations, at 100 ng/ml of TNF (points 435 3' and 6 in Fig. 5A ), we observed a complete rescue of the angiogenesis, in a VEGF dependent 436 fashion, which was consistent with the model predictions. Strikingly, at the higher VEGF input 437 (points 1 and 3' in Fig. 5A ), the effect of pericytes was not only to rescue but to enhance the 438 angiogenesis, leading to sprouts that were much longer (data indicated as +PC:1 and +PC:3 in 439
Figs. 5B,D,E) than those observed for any of the VEGF/TNF combinations, in the absence of 440 pericytes. This effect was consistent with an increased formation of Stalk cells when pericytes 441
were present along with application of the highest levels of TNF and VEGF (Fig. 5E) . A closer 442 inspection of these sprouts revealed a high degree of variability in length and in the cell density 443 (which was also associated with the sprout thickness) (Fig. 5F ). We therefore explored if this effect 444 might be related to a variable pericyte coverage at the Tip/Stalk cell area during the sprout 445 extension. We found that, for the condition shown as point 3 in Fig. 5A , a fraction of the sprouts 446 was associated with a single pericyte cell at the sprout tip area. These sprouts were on average 447 significantly longer and less dense (thinner) than the sprouts forming without a pericyte cell at the 448 tip (Figs. 5H) . However, pericytes at the sprout tip area were only very rarely observed in the 449 absence of TNF (Fig. 5G) , resulting in a more variable sprout length and cell density distributions. 450
These data suggested that the presence of a partial pericyte coverage at the threshold combination 451 of VEGF and TNF (points 3,3' of leading to more extensive angiogenesis, which might not however result in optimal functionality, 529 unless pericyte coverage can be recovered through recruitment or differentiation of precursor cells. 530
531
In vivo, the local microenvironment can be highly dynamic. In particular, successful angiogenesis 532 might lead to a gradual restoration of appropriate oxygen tension and also be accompanied by a 533 progressive inflammation resolution. As these conditions evolve, the biochemical milieu may 534 change along with dynamic alterations of inputs from mural cells, such as pericytes, raising the 535 question of how the resulting morphogenesis of vascular beds might be affected. Our analysis 536 provides a useful framework that can help start analyzing the complex multi-factorial control of 537 this morphogenetic process critical in a variety of developmental and physiological settings. More 538 generally, it can also provide an insight into how heterotypic cell interactions can also modulate 539 
